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ining Hall 
y morning , after a 
of cold cereal and coffee 
or haJ r fried eggs and 
JUICel, I walked up the 
night or stairs leading to 
noor in Boynton . After 
my breath, 1 asked the 
in the office at the end or 
I couJd speak with Chuck 
question my gurgling 
,,r,,..,.,,,.,., me to ask of the 
across tht> table from 
course, when will the 
ities in Morgan be 
amused expression or "I 
Mr. Cochran replied, 
are two opinions on 
is from the optimist's 
• They say it will be 
the food serv1ce to move 
end of term A. The 
I 
pessunists, however, don' t expect 
tt to be open until December 1 So, 
take your ptck ." In an effort to 
compromtse, let's expect it some 
lime in between. 
The blue print for the cafeteria 
and adjommg facilities were very 
im presstve Some of the features it 
promtsed were several dining 
rooms spac1ous enough to hold four 
hundrf:'d people - the largest 
overlookmg the athletic fields, a 
large, well equipped kitchen which 
will contatn a variety of ovens and 
grills among other utensils : two 
small prtvate dining rooms and a 
starr dining room and a pantry, and 
several other rooms and facilities . 
One of the most interesting 
things about the new cafeterta will 
be its serving room This room will 
enable the serving of two different 
meals. have a bevera~e bar. and is 
Worth the Wait 
by Ellen L. King 
also designed to eliminate waiting 
lines . Mr. Cochran said that chaos 
will probably re1gn for a week or so 
but as we get used to the new 
system , It should work most ef· 
rectively This in itself is a good 
enough reason to be patient about 
the cafeteria 's completion . No 
more five o'clock dashes to 
Harnngton every night ! 
One other addition which will be 
of parllcular interest and im-
portance to the students is the 
Snack Bar . This will be open from 9 
a.m until 11 p.m. and will offer 
such foods as soft ice cream 
confections and an assortment of 
hot entres. This might elimmate 
the need for so many late night 
pizza deliveries. The Wedge will 
probably be more frequented as 
the Snack Bar will be located just 
behind the temporary Snack Bar 
which 1s now located there. 
Thts. wtth the exception that the 
floors will be covered with copper 
umber carpeting, is the Morgan 
renovation in a nut shell Although 
eating 1n Harrington IS tn· 
convenient , the new fac1hties 
promise to be worth the in· 
convenience. And, after aU, we 
only have until Thanksgiving to 
watt. 
Photo by Scobey Tabtr 
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Apology to 
Pub Workers 
like to apologize, on behalf of Newspeak and 
for the omission of several important names in last 
article on the renovation of the Goat's Head Pub. 
omitted were Rusty Hunter, Jack Watters, Eric 
Don Weymouth, Bob Saller, Craig Laisenby, and 
bly Jon Wyman, who helped make this correction 
<I hope! ) 
ry if my carelessness cau. ed any bad feelings. and 
that, in the long run, it won't deter from anyone's 
over a job extremely well done. 
, my most humble apolog1es. 
Doug Knowles, News Editor 
The Goat's Heed Pub 
cordially invites all members 
of the WPI community 
to attend 
Women's Night at 
the Pull 
beginning at 7 p .m . 
on Wednesday, 
September 18, 1974 
Beer, Wine Coolers, and Coke available 
WPI only 1.0 required 
The WPI Plan 
<Reprint from Wore. Telegram Sat., Sept. 7, 1974} 
If the average Worcester 
resident five years ago had been 
asked whtch local college was most 
apt to come up with revolutionary 
ideas m education, he might have 
picked Clark , Holy Cross or 
Assumption . 
But . although all have shown 
those a good deal of innovation and 
imagmation 1n the academic held, 
it is Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute that seems to be gelling 
the most national attention . 
The latest artJcle on the " WPI 
Plan" appears in Business Week 
·•nte plan , educators agree, is the 
most ambitious attempt currently 
under way at any U.S college to 
reform the education of 
engineers," says Business Week. 
The article says that lhe plan is 
arous1ng 1ntense interest and 
controversy in engineering and 
academic in engineering and 
academic circ les across the 
country. 
Cr1t1cs of the plan say that 1t does 
not put enough stress on traditional 
engineering disciplines. Instead of 
taking prescribed courses of study, 
Tech students choose their own 
courses and are given only "pass-
or-fall" grades. Tech has four 
seven ·week semesters mstead of 
the usual two semesterl), In order 
to graduate. each student must 
complete a major project in the 
larger community, such as the 
blood now monitor project that 
some Tech students are runnmg at 
St Vincent Hospital, or the study of 
anti-skid braking systems that 
other students are doing at the 
research center of Liberty Mutual 
Insurance Co m Hopkinton 
Does the plan produce qualified 
engineers" Evaluations a re still 
tentative. But it apparenlly does 
help Cit students for jobs, which is 
one of the important purposes of a 
technical education . And, ac-
cording to some, it gives students a 
Home Coming 
Queen Contest 
Open to all W PI coeds 
CLUBS, SOCIETY GROUPS AND 
FRATER ITIES 
Please consider your candidate nominauon and 
watch for more details! 
perspective and background that 
the old system did not provide. The 
Ford Foundation is so impressed 
with the "humanistic component" 
of the WPI Plan that It has 
awarded Tech a $180,000 grant th1s 
year . The National Science 
Foundallon has contributed 
$733,400. 
Nobody, particuJarly at Tech. 
pretends that the plan is working 
perfeclly. It is constantly being 
revised and improved. Even so, 
some faculty members have deep 
doubts about the concept. 
Nevertheless, it seems clear that 
Worcester Tech has pioneered In a 
direction that had to be explored 
As a result, it has become a center 
or national attention. Whatever the 
drawbacks of the plan may be, 
they seem counterbalanced by the 
new feehng of innovation and 
excitement on the old campus off 
Institute Road. 
(Chosen by 
Board of Direct.) 
* Rust, Hunter 
* Rich lrandoli 
Bartenders 
Notified by 
Mail. 
Ra-ge 2 
Alumnus Dismared 
at Trask Removal 
Letters: ---w 
··Irish d r-----------------------1 (ltgin AI VI '\1U'tl 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR POLICY l)ctobt•r 
'Ill i rty 
scuJptur• 
111ajor u1 
the fall s• 
)luseum 
Dean kcutlinger : 
some aspect or the W.P.I com -
mumty . Although tht>re were 
cratics of hts methods, I thank that 
lew of them would dtsagr<'e that he 
adder! a great deal to the college. 
NEWSPEAK welcomes " l etter s to the Editor" trea 
readers. All letters MUST be signed. If you wish your 
to be withheld you may so request, however you must 
sign your name. lnsh D 
cornc d1 
-ore est 
I """ extremely dismayed to 
h•arn of the decasion that an\'olvro 
the future removal of Dean Wiliam 
Tr;ask from the admmastrallon of 
\Vorce ter Pol\ technic lnslitute. I 
.am • cs~riall}· concerned stnce 
W P r· as entenng into a critical 
period of its history. where the 
success of the W.P.l. Plan and the 
college itself, d~pends on clear 
l'Onccrn o problem or w<as JIJ.<;t u 
friendly conversation . Ue per· 
lormcd a \'ltal servace an ha 
"illingness to di~cuss openly assues 
or the community and also ad-
mmistrative decisaons . IC an 
organization is to progress for · 
ward, an understanding among its 
\'araous parts is necessary and in 
my opinion. Dean Trask was one of 
the catalysts In this type of reac-
tion . 
I know httle of the carcumstances 
or rational related to the decision 
to dismass Dean Trask. but I urge 
you to reconsider the issue. Dean 
Trask has devoted hamself to 
W P I. and still has a great deal to 
offer to the future of W.P.I. The 
loss of his services and person 
would deal a severe blow to the 
community; students, faculty and 
administration included . 
"-----------------------..1 ,\lneraca 
communication among the 
·students, faculty and ad-
manistration . Dean Trask has been 
and .would continue to be an 
essential hnk in this function in lhe 
,W'.P .I. community. 
• Dean Trask is known among the 
student body as someone wath 
whome one can talk. whether at 
I have yet to mention the great 
amount of personal time Dean 
Trask has sacrificed for the college 
and the students to help in their 
activities and endeavors In my 
four years at W.P .I., I rarely tailed 
to see him al a function mvolving 
A Concerned Alumnus. 
Russell B. Naber 
Homecoming: 
To the WPI NEWSPEAK . L D 
Lapner. and whoever 
Reutlinger Replies 
to Alumnus 
I am wrating this semi-response 
to the letter of Prof. Lipner and as 
a :sem1·comment about lhas year's 
Homccomang naghclub . First of all, 
t wall say that I shar ed the 
Professor's brief upon being 
a wakened to the horror that the 
Shittons would be playing at lhe 
year's naght club. but that will be 
all we can agree upon . 
I will not try to rank down the 
group because of their name. I will 
definitelv not take a roundhouse 
!>Wipe at the fiftaes either. I will 
confess that I go to most of the 
" Greaser parties" and 1 enjoy the 
oldaes as much as anybody A few 
of you should remember that year 
that Sha -na ·na played at the 
llomecommg concert. and I think 
that you will huve to agree that. 
that "os one or the better concerts 
we have had. Last year we had 
another r£'al class group when we 
brought in Frankie Valli and lhe 
Four Seasons, for JP. Those two 
nights of nostalgaa have been some 
of the best that I can remember in 
WPI concert history. 
Dear Russ. 
I appreciate the concerns you express in your letter of August 19 
because these have all been concerns of mine too. I have also shared your 
letter with Dean Trask who, I know, appreciates your high regard for him 
just as he has appreciated with warm regard in other communications 
which I've been sharing with him this past summer. 
Whether Dean Trask will be leaving WP1 or when, I don't know, I spoke 
with him last June specifically only about his present pos1tion as 
Associate Dean of Student Affairs. an area within my responsibality. 
Much more of the general decision is his that most people realize. Wath 
amcomplete facts and information, rumor has Jumped to many con· 
elusions . I certainly do agree wtlh you that clear communication is a 
crucaal problem for us all at WPI at this critical period of our h1story. 
There is a clear difference between a man leaving one position within 
an institution and a man leaving the institution . There is also a clear daf· 
ference between an admmistralJ\·e Judgment evaluating a man and a 
Judgmen~ defining a particular position Obviously, one seeks the best fit 
between a man and a position, the strengths of the man and the needs of 
the position. There is also a clear differt>nce between a man's suitability 
for a position he holds and his suitability for another position which may 
or may not be open. Up to this past wL-ek. I simply knew of no fore"ceable 
future openings in the Student Affatrs area outside our central office. A 
non-opening is non-discussable with anyone. and. of course. non· 
communicable to a student body. to a faculty. to alumna, to anyone. There 
have also been other considerations and, already in this situahon, many 
reconsaderahons that either :-;hould not be discussed publicly because of 
personal considerations, or could not be communicated publicly simply 
becauo:e it would have been premature to do so These latter. not in 
themselves final decisions, anclude matters entering into my own l'ourse 
or JUdgment and evaluation, and these I have shared and communacatcd 
openly with Bill, but l myself carried them no farther into public . 
As to Bill personally. my own appreciation of his good qua lilies. the 
thangs you mention. is the outcome of my working closely with him for 
four years. and probably my appreciation runs as deep or deeper than 
anyone's. Bill knows this too, and he knows that my over·all judgments, 
some critical, bear nothing negatively personal . He knows this becau. e 
he knows that I have been evaluating, not him as a unique person at WPI. 
but rather evaluating one particular posit1on in our Student Affairs or-
rice. 
Again. you are quite right to pomt out, in addation to BaH's qualities. the 
fact that WPI has entered a critical period in its history where success of 
the Plan and of the college itself depends on clear communication Sa nee 
the Plan is well articulated by others. may I make just two observations 
on the college itself and its future~ . 
First. it is cratical for all of us at WPJ to communicate clearly and 
accurately regarding WPl's need for women and our women's needs at 
WPI. We must attract women students in much larger numbers for two 
reasons , to assure equal opportunity and to invite more of the high quality 
or academic performance that women have 5hown here in our recent 
past. Therefore. we must have more people om campus. probably 
women, as faculty and administrator~; "ho are truJy sensitive to women's 
needs and can begin creating a more natural environment for women 
and, by extention, for everyone of us. 
Second, it is cratical for WPI to create a collegiate community This 
muo:t (•xtend even beyond the great academic accomplishments and 
prom1se of the WPI Plan. The Plan is of course the heart of what wt• nrc 
all about, creating the number-one undergraduate institution of higher 
learnang in America with a focus on technology and human need . We 
must all of us be able to clearlv communicate and elaborate thas 
academac ~toal, but we must also be ablE" to articulate and amplement 
cummunaty annovations outsade the class, the hbrar~. the lab, !>O thc.t our 
antellectual . cultural, recreational and o:ocial life is the hfc or a true 
college. not JUSt the home h[e of people beang technically traaned. 
Therefore, we need their own lives that will now into und change the 
mamstrcam of residential and rraternit v life. As our physical campus has 
hct·n l'lwngin~ and as the Plan has chung£'d the life of llw m and, so must 
our collegaal spirit change to create n tottall) desirable envaronment for 
trul) hagher education 
These two areao: of campu~ cmllonmt·ntnl change call fur pt'Ople in 
critacal place:; at WPI ~ith nc\\ uh•as, mitaata\'c, the anOuence of personal 
exam ph•, effll"lency. psychulogiculmsight. :-;f.>nsiti\ it) to women a net faath 
m antell£'cl , tmd lhc:;c people mu~t he rc.-.pl'(.'lt'd for the. e qua lilies I 
hclit•vt• )OU quite rightly ancl dc.arl) l'llmnaunaeate our great nt•l'cl for 
trust .1nd friendliness and opt•nnt>ss untl ' \armth and . ('ll ·s<tl'raftcc, :and I 
.also fwlwvc that to th<'se fanf' quallllt's '>'l' L'UII and must <•dci as well tlw 
other strengths which 1 have 
mentaonea. so that WPI is not just a 
fine place to spend four years but 
also a true college fostering the 
finest intellectual and cultural and 
social leadership 
In the spirit of your letter, I trust 
I may have been able to clearly 
communacate some of my own 
thoughts about WPI 's future, our 
personnel needs, and the un-
fortunate communications, in-
complete understandangs, rumors 
and speculataons that have 
recently shaken the solidarity 
""hich our community must 
maintain in order to grow in good 
health . 
Yours sancerely. 
Donald P . Reullinger 
Dean of Student Affaars 
So now we get around to the 
Shittons. Then• is no way ln H' that 
this group even can be compar ed 
wath the other two I mentioned We 
have other groups in the area that 
are much better than that ere"' 
c P1ckles, '>'here tn the Blue Moon 
arc You'?~'? J. 
:"\0\\ don' t get me wrong . I ha\'e 
seen the Shittons on a number of 
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occasaons, and an my 
stank . Yes they try to 
fifties attitude. but the lirll 
group never seem to 111 
together. and sometimes It 
don't even seem to cart 
Now aC tiOme of yoll' 
female readers will eXCIIIe 
a moment, three fat 
plastered up a nd trying to 
tand faahngl while hanciac 
few barstools just does not 
and the last three times I 
the Shattons. that is what 
to pass orr as an oldies 
Perhaps I am spoiled, bee 
area does have some 
oldies shows . If you read 
around here you will 
know about Packles aM 
Graduates or Charlie Qui 
the Talk of the Town. 
I can assure you that lhil 
per:;on who is dasappoanted 
not appear at lhe Hom 
naghtclub, and I personal~} 
quite a rew others 'Ailo 
same wa) When I am si 
my g1rlfriend. a few of ow-
sipping on a cool dnnk 
JOyang the antics of Pi 
Emily Tipp, I will think 
people back at the 'Nt 
s 1lently assue my con 
those who are there. 
those who are lher,. 
agnorance an what they w 
to ee. 
Plan Grade 
To the li:ditors · 
llaving completed one 
Tech I have had time to 
hoth good and the bad or 
Plan . One matter 
mcntaoned last year but 
little attention was the 
system. I would like tor 
diSCUSSIOn this year . 
I propose taking an 
pomts or the traditional 
system and those of the pla 
would be four grades: A, B. 
NR . The first three gradll 
bt> identical to thOR 
tradataonal grading s 
NH would be retained 
Plan . In effect AD would 
A. AC would become C, 
thard grade would be 
ween the two. Thas 
three obvaous benefits 
the present system : 
1 1 It would reduce the polnl 
of the AC grade: which 
mean anything from almOII 
almost NR . 
21 It would give pot 
ployers and graduate 
better basas from ~hicll 
the academic perfo 
applicants. 
:u It "ould give students 
un inc<'nllve to pt>rform. 
than. etthng for an AC 
!~he would be mort> likel~ 
for a B 
I h•el that these chang 
gn a long v. a,. towards hel 
lo £at an \\at h. the real llllrld 
would he " In the ~ptl'll 
Plan ." I "ould like to 
back from hoth stu 
facult\ on these proposalS 
tht• ~~~U<' doesn' t dae agalll 
Torn 
()rtober : 
tour 11 
eluding I 
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Worcester Art Museum 
dm•ction c.f thl' 70' " "ill 
\ mrrican tour at \\orce lt>r 
m from St>ptrmbl'r 13 to 
\\Orks m painhng, 
. and tape~try by 18 
.... __ ,...,. arll~ts of Ireland \\til open 
sea~n at the Worcester Art 
Ud••·•·•um . The new exhtbtlton. 
Oarechon of the 70's," will 
directly from Ireland to 
er for ils premiere 
!'"'ll~.-1em:.su showang September 13 -
20. The exhabation wlllthen 
11 other institutions con-
in January, 1976, an New 
City. 
exhibition is held under the 
.urvn••~" of the Consul General of 
in Boston, Cornelius 
ul'll ... katro . Drawn from both the 
and South of Ireland, the 
~-1111n.g was seen at the UJster 
in Belfa!!t and the 
-~~~•c•Ud• Gallery of Modem Art in 
earlier this summer. 
tiona) coordanators for the 
collection are Ms. Patricia 
IXC'IIItl••lan of Dublin and Mrs . 
Weeden of Cambridge, 
Directaons of the 70's" 
<·lear evidence that a 
body of modern Irish 
has broken away from the 
-"~""'" of the 1940's and 1950's 
by figure painting 
romantacized views of the Irish 
yside New and strong 
....,.._...m15g, many on very large 
and using geometric 
express a decisive and 
.-ac5 .,, .... awareness of the future 
of contemporary Irish 
current showmg documents 
ltiOD&UIIL expanding wave of creativity 
.. -.!S'if~d by a group of restless 
perceptive artists who are 
mg to re-think traditional 
~llitudes and define new direc· 
n~:~ .... ._ As in other areas or Irish life, 
artistic renaissance has taken 
m the past decade which has 
tn<lollllinarht some painters back to 
"'111Wt!land from abroad. 
le Brocquy left Ireland in 
wet~qt~n and hved chieOy in the south 
of France. He has now returned 
~ith his artist wife, Anne Madden . 
whose work is also shown. Many of 
le Brocquy's paintings are m 
American coUections, but he is I~ 
well known for his splendid 
tapestraes such as those sho\\n in 
" Irish Directions." Eric van der 
Grajn came to Ireland from 
Holland len years ago, and 
Alexandra Wejchert left her native 
Poland in 1965. 
It as especially noticeable that 
th1s exhibition takes a strikingly 
different course from the showing 
which traveled to lhe United States 
two years ago under the tiUe, "The 
lrtsh Imagination. 1959·71," and 
which concentrated on a more 
poetic genre. Even at that time, 
another group of artists were 
pursuang a more individual and 
less popular vein of expression . It 
was they who prepared lhe way for 
the emergence of a great, new type 
of creativity in the 1960's. These 
innovations and ideas which 
reached full maturity m the last 
decade are presented in the 
l'urrent "Irish Directions of the 
70's." 
An illustrated exhibation 
catalogue is available at the 
Museum Shop priced at $2.00 
1 Museum members $1 80.1 Free 
public gallery tours are offered on 
Wednesdays and Saturdays at I :30 
p m during the entire period of the 
exhibition. 
··Irish Directions of the 70's'' has 
an overall suggestion of muted 
colors and dark canvases, 
reflecting the fact that Ireland's 
artists work today in troubled 
times . At the same time, there is 
use or strong color like the vivid 
stripes in van der Grijn's "Yellow 
Preserve" and the spectrum of 
greens in Patr ick Scott's "Arcady 
4," 
Among younger artists are 
Robert Ballagh with life-sized 
figures in "Pop" art tradition on 
painted plywood and acrylic: 
Brian King with immaculate, 
highly burnished sculptures in 
alumanum and wood : Tim 
Goulding using more abstract 
feeling an two very large canvases 
done 1n crayon and acrylic : Brian 
Henderson's two acryhc pamlings. 
··summer I" and "Summer II," 
both 7 feet high by HI feet wide. and 
:\l1chael fo'arrell's two recently 
completed ~orks an plastic paint 
and wood "hich are part or his 
''Pressce" series. 
Longer e!>tablishcd artists like 
Patrick Scott, Louis lc Brocquy 
and Harne Cooke have shafted 
emphasis to combine earlier 
romanticism with a compulsive 
force built up by new and more 
positive developments. All three 
are known in American collections 
such as '!'he Museum of Modern 
Art. The Detroit lnslilute of Art. 
and Albright-Knox Arl Gallery, 
among others . Scott has a 
bralliantly colored Aubusson 
tapestry in the current show, like 
the two tape~try works or le 
Brocqu)'. "Cuchulainn II" and 
"Cuchulainn Ill," each patterned 
with a repealing oval form in 
varaous l'Olor combinations. 
Newer ar11sts like Deborah 
Brown, Anne Madden , and Evin 
:-Jolan epitomaze the confidence 
and darected energae:; of lhis 
decade. Brown shows three works 
in ~lass fibre . all recent ac-
complishments, and Madden is 
rcpre:;ented wath two large works, 
"Megalith 5" and "Monolith 3," in 
polymer acrylic emulsion on cotton 
duck Nolan has two shaped works 
of plywood. canvas and acrylic, 
" Rectangle Swivel Game" and 
'Green Touch," both done in 1974. 
Sponsors of '' lrilih Directions" 
are The Cultural Relations 
Committee of the Department or 
Foreign Affairs jn Ireland; Irish 
Export Board : Aer Lingus; The 
Irish Tourist Board and the Con· 
sulale General of Ireland in 
Boston. 
Museum Hours : Tuesdays 
through Saturdays, 10 a.m . · 5 
p .m Sundays 2-6 p.m . 
Exhabition photographs 
available from Public Relations 
Office. Worcester Art Museum. 
Worcester. Massachusetts 01608. 
"I thou,ht )OU ~uys ttould ,.,., • kid< out o/tt!" ...,. ..... w...,r>~«te 
lOR St\tl-:: Excellent condition. 
llrlkt 2R :> Hand communications 
!?tl'h·er \\llh Q m ulllplil'r. 1125. 
Itt Ed In EOI or Box 915 now. 
\\'0:'\E \\ant to .lam? I'm 
'-linR for anyonl' "ho t"njo)., 
fla) in~ c rock-orlenll'd 1 m u lc bul 
Ua't or dOl' n't "ant to put time in 
1 band . 1 just l'njo) pla) ing. 6-
'lriaJt I'IC"ctric-acou.,til'. John 
l\PDf), 7!H·7707. 
h\n:n: Uld J<u•tar·,, banjo' 
llll :\1andolln'"· SC"t> .JC"U in F2:l or 
fto\ 17117 . 
FREE CLISSIFIEDS 
---------
Page 3 
Tut"sda~, St'plembt•r 17 
.-nm ROARU MJo:t:T t ~G Higgans House, 4:30 p.m WPJ 
Alcoholism Awareness program Cfilm and speaker I, F119. 12 :40 p.m . 
Mrs. Warrens Richards. Executave Director, Worcester County Councal 
on Alcoholism . Anna Maria 
\\ c>dnt-sda) St"ptembt-r IK 
1-'INE 1\ltTS <'OMMITTEE. ~o~nm -Alcoholism Aw&:eness Week, 
"Conspiracy of Silence" narrated by Rod Serling, Seminar Room . 
Gordon Library, II p.m. WPI 
Faculty Meeting. Miriam Hall. 4:30p.m . Anna Maria 
Holy Cross Women's Club 1 formerly Holy Cross Faculty Wives· Club 1: 
Reception for newcomers, Hogan 320, 8 p m Holy Cross 
Thur!>da~, St>ptt>mbt>r I!J 
(' IIR I~TIA~ IU JU.t: FEI.Um~tlll• Janet Earl Room. 7:30p.m. WPI 
Salurda). Seplembt"r :!1 
,\l.l :\1:\1 EXE<'llH E ( '0:\1MI T1 Et: :\lEETIM. Seminar Room , 
Gordon Library, 9:JO a .m . 
+FOOTH \ 1.1. at Union, 1:30 p.m. 
+~o<·n:R at Babson. 2 p.m. 
+JVNJOR \ 'ARSIT\' ~ocn:n vs. Worcester Junior College, 2 p.m .. 
Home Game WPI 
Silva Mind Control Classes, Foundress Lounge, 9 a.m. - 9:30 p.m . 
Anna Maria 
Varsity football , homf', Brown, Fitton fo'ield, 1 :30 p.m. Holy Cross 
Sunday, Septe m ber 2:! 
INDIAN MOVIE Alden Aud . 3 p.m . 
MA..c.;8ES. to be announced. WPI 
Charismatic Day of Cenewal - sponsored by Diocese of Worcester, 1 to 
6:30p.m. <Classrooms in Cardinal Cushing Hall and Auditorium wiJJ be 
used> 
Fathers' Club Meeting, President's Dining Room, 3 p.m. llst meeting 
or year- aU fathers or students are welcome! >. Anna Maria 
Silva Mind Control Session, Foundress Lounge, afternoon. 
Ecumenical Walk to top of Mt. Wachusett, sponsored by Wore. Area 
churches. Lunch, 1 p.m., walk starts at 2 p m . IAMC students and faculty 
welcome Lo participate-watch for posters on this>. Anna Maria 
Monday, Sepl~mb~r 23 
FINE ACTS ('0Ml\11TTEI-: "The Compassionate Cop" <David Tomal 
Alden Auditor ium, 8 p.m . WPJ 
Exhibit of Books and Prints from Isaiah Thomas Bookstore, 10 a.m. to 5 
p.m CLocalion to be announced.> Anna Marla 
T ut'sday, Sepl t'mbt-r 2t 
+SOfCER vs. AIC, 3 30 p m . 
+Jlll\IOR \' \ RSITV ~0('('1-:R at Leicester Junior College, 3:30 
(.'I,EI\1>\TtXII The Chaplin Classics. The Great Dictator, Alden 
Auditorium, 7:30 p m . WPJ 
Speaker : Herbert Aptheker, "US. Foreign Policy : A Marxist 
Cratique," Hogan Ballroom, 8 p.m . Holy Cross 
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When submitting 
articles through the 
Newspeak Box No. 
be sure to mail in 
the mailroom by 
Fr i. morning . 
Otherwise d r op 
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WPI Nth.Vsj1eak 
WICN Lives for A While N.S.F. Grant Watch 
Contrary to popular belief. 
WICN has not cea~ to exist. But 
11 i not well . For those who do not 
kno". WICN IS a pubhc radio 
station which runs the same way as 
the PBS stations do. It was 
originally set up by Holy Cross and 
WPI. Eventually Holy Cross set up 
1ts own stat1on and dropped sup-
port of WICN. Two years ago, the 
Ntw puk lashed out at WICN , 
cla1mmg that they had few 
li. teners and weren't worth the 
money granted to them. The next 
time the budget came up, WICN 
lost 1 , of its funds from the Student 
Activity Board. 
WICN was able to survive for a 
while on donations. Last year they 
made a rather pathetic plea for 
funds on the air. The fund drive 
was unsuccessful. But the station 
was able to stay on the air until 
August 1974. 
In August WJCN went oCC the air 
and started a fund ra1~ing drive. 
The stallon found that August was 
a poor month to raise money, so 
they postponed the drive to Sep-
tember. They are approaching 
local business men and plan to do 
extensive fund raasing at WPI. 
They hope to obtain help from the 
fraternities on campus. They aJso 
receive money from government 
agencies. 
Although WICN is orr the air. 
their license is not in danger. The 
F CC is very liberal with public 
radio stations. So if WICN can 
raise the $15,000 they need, tbey 
will be back on the air. 
S . B. Fine 
Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute has received a 
grant of $54,000 from the 
National Science Foun-
dation for research on an 
energy-related project, 
entitled .. Conversion of 
Fossil Fuels to Liquid 
Fuels." 
Dr. Imre Zwiebel of the 
Department of Chemical 
Engineering, who will 
direct the project, said the 
grant will cover study for 16 
months, on the conversion 
of coal to sulphur-free fuels. 
He said the research will 
be a three step procedure 
from coal to gas, to 
purification of the gas 
derived, and then con-
version to oil or useable fuel 
gases. 
Dr. Zwiebel, who has just 
returned to WPI after a 
year's leave while he was 
associated with the 
Department of Chemical 
Engineering at The 
Technion, Haifa, Israel , 
said the project is part of a 
long line of continuing 
research at WPI on the 
removal of sulphur from 
combustible fuels . 
for 
Quote 
of 
the 
Week! 
the bike shop 
Pboto by Scobey Taber 
NOW IN STOCK : 
235 Lincoln St. 
Worcester, Ma. 
755-1691 
Kryptonite locks 
Suntour derailers 
Cannondale bags 
Barrecrafter car racks 
Dura Ace brakes 
Sr. stems 
Perelli tubular 1ires 
Cool Gear clothing (shirts, gloves, ~tc.) 
Bicycling magazine , 
Some or the few faculty awake at last Thursday's f11culty meeting. Also see our stock of Imported bikes 
French JUENET & 
Japanese SEKINE Bikes 
On Friday, Sept. 13, 1974 the Campus Hearing 
Board found a student guilty of misappropriating 
approximately $400.00 worth of various Gordon 
Library materials. The student was suspended 
for Term A 1974. 
t•huln b) St•ohry Tab«-r 
Sales, Accessories; Parts, 
Repairs, ldYice 
Come in and talk bikes anytime. 
10-6 
10-8 
10-S 
Daily 
Wed. 
Saturday 
Students take advantage of trial 
West Street closing. By the end 
of September the city of Worcester 
is expected to begin hearings on the 
final closing of the street. 
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Renovation of Salisburr 
It\ Ron O'('onnor 
Tech st.udents return from 
as recess . they will 
the beginning of a change 
~t campus. Salisbury 
aes will undergo partial 
on starting an January as 
1 planned renovation of the 
A feasibility study has 
iltefl, completed under the 
of Anselevicius Rupe 
rcts of 'Cambridge The 
plans should be com· 
and the building ready for 
cy by late June or early 
lt76 
maan feature of the new 
as open, light offices 
glas:; front panels to ob-
errect . The ground floor 
occupied by the Humanities 
ent in a way that will 
the department more 
rd and centralized. The 
!]oor will contain many in· 
features such as an in· 
nhouse in connection with 
nan mall between Wash · 
Salisbury There will also 
largl' student lounge with 
\endang machanes and lockers l<1r 
commuters. and a new and larger 
faculty towage and katchen. 
The first noor ""'ill also contain 
indentifiable areas for the depart· 
ment of continuing education and 
the evening division making them 
integral parts of the Ooor. A new 
location has been designed for the 
computer terminals already 
located an Saltsbury with a door 
connectang the room dir~Uy to the 
outside to facilitate twenty-four 
hour a day use of the termmals. 
There will also be two new class· 
rooms wath tiered seating for 114 
each. plus tables to make them 
operable for both lectures and 
conferences The present l~lur(.' 
hall is being modified to seal two 
hundred and fifty students, and 
includes a projection booth and a 
preparation area to the side to 
make for easier lecture 
preparataon and take-down . The 
life science department heads will 
occupy offices on the first floor 
dtreclly under the other depart-
ment offices on the ~ond floor. 
The old hydraulic elevator, 
"hich was patt>nted here at TN:h 
will remain . w1th a new larger om• 
for general use raght next to 11. The 
old elevator will only be used oc· 
casaonally by custodians as it as 
now. The present staircase will be 
moved under the large skylight, 
and ramp will be constructed an 
conJunction with all staircases to 
aid the movement of equipment . 
Offices of the life sciences will 
occupy the second noor. along with 
two new audio·vtsual rooms . A 40 
seat and a 48 seat room will each 
contaan one televis1on monitor for 
every two seats. It is not clear 
whether the monitors will operate 
indept>ndently or not. 
The thard floor will house social 
sciences and classrooms. One 
night up. the fourth floor wilJ 
contain labs, work areas. offaces. 
and ana mal surgery and 
preparation. Throughout the 
buildang paint will be sandblasted 
from the bricks to return them to 
their natural state. All in all, there 
seems to be imagination and a 
refreshang change in the "new 
Salisbury". 
Graduate School Recruiting 
Schedule 
TOBER 3 - Graduate School of Business Administration, Washington 
University, St. Louis, Missouri. 
At Clark University 9:30-12:00 noon. 
Call the placement office at Clark for appointment. 
TOBER 21- Columbia University Graduate School of Business. 
2:00 - 5 :00. 
CTOBER 30 - Amos Tuck School of Business Administration, Dartmouth 
College, MBA Program. 
1:00 . 5:00 
OVEMBER 7- Boston University School of Management, MBA Program. 
Group Information Sessions 
9:30 . 10:30, 11:00 - 12:00 
. 
VEMBER 25- Northeastern University Graduate School of Engineering 
ECEMBER 4- Babson College 
Appointments may be scheduled at the office of Graduate and Career 
tans from 9:00 . 5 :00 daily. 
·W..:!~., 
le1dline I 
for articles 
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In The Public Interest 
By Ralph 1ader 
John z De Lorean . the former and SI:J5. on the 1974 l.:hevrolet 
~uperstar ex~utive at General Impalas . 
Motor:) until he re:)igned last year. How many hveli and mjunei will 
was m Washington a few day ago these and other aamilar "notions" 
makang some super good sense. save7 Such items are usually 
In a Senate briefing, sponsored classified as optional equipment 
h\' Senator Vance Hartke rDem.. but as many motorists know, 
lnd.l. De Lorean said it was company and dealer pressures 
ridiculous to consider sacrificmg turn many of them into "man-
automotave engineering safety datory options'' - if you don't want 
because of the auto companies' them off the showroom noor. you'll 
present ~onomic turbuJence. have to order your model wathout 
"Over the past Ill months," he such specirications and wail 
saad. " the average price ancrease several weeks or months during 
or a sedan has been over $1 ,000, and which tame the overall car price 
the cost of added safety features is may be raised. 
an ansignificant slice of that dollar Obviously. GM as not about to 
amount ." mention the federal trad~ com· 
In contrast. Richard C Ger· mission report which stated that 
stenberg. chatrman of General the.> haghly concentrated domestic 
Motors, issued a statement on auto industry is costing consumers 
September t which is un · ballions of dollars due to anti· 
precendented in its callousness competitive practices and captive 
toward motorists' safety and market gouging for replacement 
decc.>nt business behavior. parts. I-'or several years, Stale 
Ger:)tenberg, who once called Farm Insurance Co. has heen 
him.etr " just a bookkeeper" at a compiling anformation on the 
Senate hearing. said that GM automotive replacement parts 
wants no more new safety features market and consumer over· 
over the next three years. chargang, waiting for the FTC to 
The auto giant is also demanding act 
an actual rollback of some ex1sting Nor is GM ready to remind 
lifesavers which the government motorists about their lost dollars 
has obliged the auto companaes to due to creampuff bumpers during 
install. He says such past and the last 15 years which exposed 
future safety and pollution control cars to several hundred dollars 
cutbacks will help the fight against damage in five or ten mile per hour 
inflation . collisions. 
lfere are Gerstenberg's words · 
"The car-buring consumer is 
burdened today by the cost of a 
number of governmental 
requirements that have been 
placed upon cars and trucks : costs 
that arc in many cases well beyond 
whatever value these reguJations 
provide. 
" And today still further 
requirements ·of questionable 
value are being proposed both by 
law and by regulation . The man· 
dated t>quipment added to our car:; 
and trucks over the four model 
years <1972 through 19751 to meet 
regulations for emission control, 
occupant prot~hon, and bumpers, 
has added about $270 to the cost or 
every vehicle we produce for the 
United States.'' 
Mr Gerstenberg left some 
important informahon out of his 
statement. He failed to note the 
massive costs to motorists of 
styling - useless gingerbread. 
chrome trim and patterns outside 
and inside the car which are im-
posed on motorists. 
Safety or style? Gerstenberg 
wants a moratorium on safety. not 
styling. Back in the late fifties, 
several university economists 
completed a study which then 
showed that several hundred 
dollars or the retail price of the 
automobile ren~ted styling costs 
The GM boss also failed to speak 
about the prudence or pushing such 
" unproductive" features .as wire 
wheel covers, vinyl roofs. power 
seats and power windows which 
cost. respecltvely. S87, $106, $113. 
Also hadmg behand the chrome 
curta an are such facts as the much 
higher prace markups for wtdely 
sold optional as compared with 
standard equapment. and the 
overburdening, with inap-
propriate costs and amortization 
expenses, of ~fety equapment 
pricing to maslt>ad the public about 
how inexpensive such equipment is 
to GM and other auto companies. 
F'ord and Chrysler are fueling 
innation by another technique. 
According to the Wall Street 
Journal, these automakers are 
"simply dropping their lowest-
praced standard-size cars in some 
lines, eff~tively forcing buyers of 
those models into a richer version 
if they want that size car. •· 
A couple of days after Ger· 
stenberg's statement. the GM 
chairman said that even if safety 
equ1pment was removed, the 
company's car prices might not be 
reduced Indeed, he suggested that 
more price increases were commg 
an the near future during the 1975 
model year. Last year's models 
were hiked six times during the 
model run. 
ShouJd Gerstenberg and other 
auto ex~utives continue their 
campaign of misinformation to 
make safely features the 
sca pegoat for their rocketing 
prices. it will not be long before a 
congressional committee sub· 
poenas the cost and productivity 
data of the companies which they 
have so carefuJly guarded as 
secrets over the years. 
THE GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATIONS WILL BE OFFERED ON: 
sultmitted 
'' •••a,eak is 
TUIDIY 12 noon. 
October 26, 197 4 * February 22, 1975 
December 14, 1974 April 26, 1975 
January 18, 1975 June 21, 1975 
+ Only the Aptitude Test will be offered on this date, and only at domestic test 
centers. 
THE ADMISSION TEST for GRADUATE STUDY in BUSINESS WILL BE OFFERED ON: 
November 2, 1974 March 22, 1975 
January 25, 1975 July 12, 1975 
THE MEDICAL COLLEGE ADMISSION TEST WILL BE OFFERED ON: 
October 5, 1974 
THE LAW SCHOOL ADM ISS ION TESTS WILL BE OFFERED ON: 
October 12, 1974 April 19, 1975 
December 7, 1974 July 26, 1975 
February 8, 1975 
Applications may be picked up at the office of graduate and career plans, Boynton 317. 
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WPI Social Calendar 
Tom a 
Sept. 23 
B p.m. Alden 
Toma is the rcal·lift• :,lory of a 
v1ct•, narcolirs, and gambling 
dt'l<'Cli\'e, Dand Toma, perhaps 
the most extraordinary policeman 
of his time. A man with thousands 
or arrests and nmety-e1ght pE'rcent 
conviction record. Toma works 
mostly on the street , where he 
pioneered the role of the deco} cop. 
lie 1s a genius as a qu1ck-change 
arllst and master of d1sgu1se. a 
derelict perhap5, or a clergyman, a 
beggar, a doctor, a small-lime 
street hustler , a prostitute 
<female, yes 1 or a health inspector 
He has been called the Great 
Impersonator and lhe Man with a 
Thousand Faces in the press 
Newsweek, Time and scores of 
other magazanes have wrilten 
about him. He has the unique 
distinction of having hts own 
television series, Toma, named 
afler him, a network series in 
wh1ch Toma himself acts. Though 
he has been injured and 
hosp1Lalized more than thirty times 
from beatings and stab wounds, he 
has never fired his gun an his 
!leventeen years on the force. 
Dcsp1te the scores or dangerous 
exploits he's been involved m 
recounted in this book, Toma 
doubts that he could kill anyone if 
he had to In the thousands of talks 
he has g1ven across the country he 
has stressed that violence in un-
nece.c;sary. 
One or hJs lectures is on narcotics 
addiction Four of his nephews 
have been victimized He believes 
that the drug addict can be 
rchab11it:ttcd \\ tth loH~ 
derstanding and that lh 
must ha\ c hope. W1th 'I ' 
ordt>r" the most prominent 
of the day, il b sagnificant tl'J 
master police officer holds 
philosophy. tie refu~ to 
the terrible waste of hwnu 
This is a very unusual cop• 
pass1on for p<'Ople, - an 
man who bE'comes involve! 
·the do~ ntrodden. the exploit 
vict1ms of crtme And Toma 
interested in the nickel·an 
Junkie or the numbers r\llllll!' 
knows lhe:.e people ; they 
friends but they are merely 
more to be pitied than busted 
also knows·they can lead to tbl 
criminal clements higher If 
they do lake him lhere. One I 
street people hamself, TOdll 
lht> lop mobsters as hiS 
vcrsaries. He wages hll 
remarkably personal war 
them in the toughest dJ 
America Newark, New 
lie has broken $20,000,000 
bling rings and broken 
dealer s. These are "q 
arrests. It's a dangerous 
live Time and again, he 
family have been threatened 
There is an innocence 
na1vete in David Toma He 
at the death of an addict and 
proslttule who has killed 
He won't abandon those 11'11o 
fallen. Detective David TOIIIJ 
cyntcal era he believes in 
human goodness and stnnl 
what is hero1c in man. 
SOCIAL COMMITTEE 
VIDEOTAPE PROGRAM 
on WPIC Channell 
September 16-22 
VTN CONCERT: Jim Croce, 
Roberta Flack and Donny Hathaway 
Showmgs 
IO:OOa m . 
3 OOp . m. 
-
Tuesday, Sept. 17, 197 4 WPI Newspeak 
''"· II\\' %: 1$. 7: :111. ID 
ConspiracJ 
of Silence 
Deals with people who try to conceal their problems 
by not talking about them. A young divorcee tells ho'" 
she has been a part or this conspiracy by ignoring and 
covering up for the destructive dr·inking beha,·ior or 
her ex-husband. In retrospect, she tells or how she had 
igno•·ed all the warning signs of advancing 
alchoholism through a lack of information and the 
viewer is urged to become better acquainted with the 
facts about alcoholism. 
As part or Alcoholism Awareness Week, Mr. Luke 
Richard will be on campus to discuss the rilm, 
"Conspiracy of Silence'', narratted by Rod Serling. It 
will be presented in the Library Seminar Room, Wed., 
Sept. 18 at 8:00 p.m. 
Cinema Tech 
The WPI fo'ilm Comm1ttee under 
the able guidance of Minnie 
Levenson. Film Consultant, has 
lined up another outstanding year 
of lllms available to students, staff 
and faculty at no charge. 
For the first time on tht> campus 
and in the city of Worcester, six 
Charlie Chaplin Films will be of· 
fcred, all of which were "'ritten. 
produced. directed and enacted by 
Charhc Chaplin. 
Besides the Chaplin Classic 
Corned~ Series. the program in-
t'ludt•s a series on l•ducation en-
titled "The Leammg Process". All 
of the:-;c films in\'ol\'c educational 
systems in vanous countries and 
rclat1on:;hips between students and 
teac:hers . 
The final serie!i enlttled 
"Commtllee Selections" are films 
selected by the student committee 
of 12 These films include a number 
of outstanding films such as the 
French farce. "'ThC' Tall Blonde 
Man \'Jith One Black Show", "The 
Great McGinty", a pohhcal f lie 
qutte meanmgful in J,ght of p · •nt 
day politics and "Kill~ of H1 LS", 
the most h1larious comedy , ,· the 
GO's tarring Alan Bates 
All showings will be in Alden Hall 
on Tuesdavs a~ 7:30 p.m . 
Libber U. 
ct:PS I - Feminist philosophy 
v. ill be the focus of the Sagarius 
Institute. a college opening in 
Burlington, Vermont in the 
summer of 1975. 
Billed as a " feminist-humanist 
alternative" to the male· 
dominated htghcr education 
system in this country. the school 
will offer courses in women's 
history , psychology, creat1\'e 
writing , political theory and 
journalism from a feminist 
, ·icwpoint. 
·• Present courses." noted Dr. 
.Joan Peters. one of the founders. 
" lea\'e something to be desir<>d . In 
man~ . chools the women's studies 
are controlled by men or locked 
mto a system that docs not allow 
adequate freedom for intellectual 
growth." 
Tuition, satd Dr. Peters, will be 
arrunged on a sliding scale ac· 
cording to ability-to pay and in· 
cludmg child care when nece!Ssary. 
" When financing makes it 
poss1ble, we'll operate year-
round," she added. 
Th<> name "Sagarius" is taken 
from Greek mythology. According 
to an Am :non legend, Sagarius was 
a double-edged sword used only in 
self-defense. 
WPI Social r.ommittee 
Page 7 
Student Government 
Minutes 
Present : Denise Gorski, Ken 
Dunn. Mike Irwin, Jim Hall, .John 
Suomo. Enc Hertz. Bill Guidici. 
Mike S<>verino. Bill Cunningham. 
Tom Tantillo. 
First on the agenda was the final 
rene\\al of the WPl constitution. A 
question was brought to the noor 
about the existence of the Dor-
mitory Committee. It was felt by 
some that this committee was not 
needed. A motion was brought to 
the noor to set up a sub-committee 
to examtne 1ts need of existence 
"'hich was then seconded. The sub-
committee is as follows : Will 
Lowther, chairman, Bill Gutdice, 
Bill Cunmngham and Lance 
Sunderlin . 
The sub·committee will report 
its study to the Executive Council 
at lhe next Student Government 
~teellng wh1ch w11l be Monday, 
September 16 at 8 :00 p.m. in the 
Quiet Room of Riley Hall. 
Section 5 was added to Article 2 
which slates· All committee 
meetings shall be open to the WPI 
Community, unles! c losed by a 
majorit~· vole of the committee, 
and the community !\hall be 
notified of all meetinas 
beforehand. 
Danforth 
Fellowships 
Inquiries about the Danforth 
Fellowships, to be awarded by the 
Danforth Foundation of St Louis. 
Missouri in March 1975, are in· 
vited, according to the local 
campus representative, John P. 
van \l~>lynt', Dean of ;\ cadt mlc 
,\d";l!>ln~·. WPI. Worcesttr. Mi\. 
lltft(l') 
The Fellowships are open to all 
quahficd persons of any race, 
creed or Citizenship, single or 
married, \\ho have serious interest 
m care<.>n; of teaching and or ad· 
mutistrallon in colleges and 
umversities, and who plan to study 
for a Ph .D. in any field of study 
common to the undergraduate 
liberal arts curriculum in the 
Umted States. Applicants must be 
under 35 years of age at the Lime 
apphcalton papers are filed, and 
may not have undertaken any 
graduate or professional study 
beyond the baccalaureate Persons 
must be nominated hy Liaison 
Off1cer:. of their undergraduate 
institutions by November 20, 1974. 
The Danforth Foundation does not 
accept direct applications for the 
Fellowships. Approximately 100 
Fellowships will be awarded in 
March 1975. 
The award is for one year, and is 
normally renewable until com· 
Create-A -Fa ire 
pletion of the degree or for a 
maximum total of four years of 
graduate study. Fellowship 
Stipends are based on individual 
need, but may not exceed $2025 for 
single Fellows and $2200 for 
married Fellows for the academtc 
year, plus dependency allowanced 
for children and required tuition 
and fees . 
Other fellowships may be held 
concurrently with a Danforth 
Fellowship, except Cor those ad· 
rn i nistered through other 
programs of the Danforth l<'oun · 
dation. Income from other awards 
will be taken into consideration in 
determining the supplementary 
living expense Sl1peo<1 11 the 
amount received is less than the 
Danforth Foundation maximum, 
and if the agency concerned will 
allow this. 
The Danforth Foundation was 
created m 1927 by the late Mr. and 
Mrs. W111iam H. Danforth of St. 
Louis as a philanthropy devoted to 
giving aid and encouragement to 
persons, to emphasizing the 
humane values that come from a 
religious and democratic heritage, 
and to !ltr<'ngthening the essential 
quality of education . 
- The Great Boat Race -
MEETING 
Anyone interested in any of the functions please at-
tend. 
Topics discussed : 
FUTURE CONCERTS 
COFFEEHOUSE 
COMMITTEES 
MONEY 
4:00 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 19 
In the Pub 
Any questions see Paul O'Brien 
Box 1595 
From the Titanic to the Thresher, man has constructed ;reat nautical master-
pieces, of obvious seaworthiness. 
Now you have a chance to stand along side of these great engineers. 
OBJECT: To construct and sail a uniquely designed aquati<. vehicle. Size 
restricted to less than 1', 2 feet in length. Prizes will be aw-.rdPd for a number of 
categories. 
SUPPLIES : All Items listed below will be supplied by the Create-A-Faire 
committee. You are allowed to bring anything else, as long as quantity is suHicient for 
all to use. 
DATE : Thursday 19, 1974 at 4:00-5:30 in the IQP center. (top ffoor of Washburn). 
LIST: 
Paper 
Cardboard 
Elastics 
Styrafoam 
P1pe-cleaners 
Pill bottles 
Paper-clip s 
Soap 
Tape 
Glue 
Wax-paper 
Aluminum foil 
Scissors 
Pot-.to Chips 
Toothpicks 
Strmg 
Balloons 
Marbles 
Lead 
Sponge 
Large body of water. 
Pag~ .~ 
From liP St1tlent 
How To Get The lost Out of Your Text Books Senice 
A textbook. properly uged, can 
be invaluable to you 10 any course. 
It can make the course easter for 
you : it can add to the knowledge 
you gain in the classroom as well 
as prepare you for classroom 
work : tl can and should serve as a 
permanent resource book for you 
after the course itself has been 
completed. The followmg s •x steps 
have proved to be successful in 
using textbooks, a nd they can 
easily be applied to any assign · 
ment 
1. Survey the entire book 
2. Read for the mam ideas 
3 Question yourself as you read 
4. Underline and make margm 
notes 
s. Use ~tudy guide::; 
6. Revtew systematically 
Survt') tht' 
1:-:ntirt' Book 
Before you read your textbook, 
make a brief survey of the author's 
method and intention so you un· 
derstand how he has ordered his 
materials . 
Rud tht" prdace car r full) to 
acquire a sense of the author's 
major purpose tn wrilmg the book , 
his approach to the materials, a nd 
the structure he is followmg 
Scan tht" tablt or conlt"nts to 
grasp the organization and scope of 
the book As you read particular 
chapters, revtew the table of 
contents to remind yourself or the 
larger context the author has in 
mind. 
Rt-ad lht" concludinlt chaptt"r or 
final paragraphs of the book. The 
author will often stress and 
summarize those major points that 
he has demonstrated . pecifically 
in individual chapters. 
Glanct' al tht' book as • "'hole 
and at the apparatus that sup· 
plements t he text : chapter 
headings and summaries, reading 
suggestions, quizzes. chronologies, 
discussion questions. graphs. 
pictures and diagrams. In a short 
time you will have a sense of the 
author's overall techniques which 
will help you read the book more 
profitably. 
Before you read a cha pter in the 
text, survey the author'& main 
Ideas. Read whatever headnotes or 
summaries appear in the chapter. 
They provide a c lue to a ll of the 
main concepts that the author is 
stressing. and they serve as a 
handy outline. 
1:-:xamint" lht" h~adlng and ub-
hf'ading or the c hapte r to gain a 
sense of 1ts main ideas. 
organization, and direction . The 
arrangement of these headings 
often wtll suggest whtch toptcs are 
prtmary and which are subor-
dinate. 
Head For Thl' Main Ideal! 
The author 1s trymg to convey a 
central concept tn any given 
chapter of his book, and you should 
concern yourself with that concept 
rather than worry excessively 
about details. By concentrating on 
the mam idea, you will find that 
facts and supporting evidence are 
much easier to remember . 
Pertodically ask yoursetr what the 
author IS trymg to say m a par-
ticular section of a chapter. 
C'o-ordinatt> your class note ~ith 
:tour rnding. Good lectures or 
class discussions should further 
tlluminale the perceptions you 
have denved from your reading. 
Keep full , legible. and accurate 
lecture notes. Like your textbook, 
lecture notes will serve as a basic 
!)art of your knowledge in later 
years. and you will find yourself 
returning to them for guidance. 
Rtad your assignment ~fort' the> 
c:las& discussion. Not only will this 
techntque make cramming for 
examinations unnecessary, but it 
will also give you confidence in 
your own ideas. If you wail until 
the professor and other students 
dtscuss an assignment before you 
read it, you will lose faith in 
yourself as an independent reader. 
Read the mater1al regularly and 
discuss it in class so that you are 
constantly testing your tdeas. Your 
verbalization of reading matertal 
wtll reinforce it in your mind . 
Summarize ~halnrr )-OU havt 
rt"ad. After finishing a page. 
restate the main ideas in your 
mind and then glance back to see if 
you are correct. Before closmg 
your text. repeat the major potnts 
of the material you have read See 
tf you can jot down the central 
tdeas in the section you have just 
completed. If you can, you will find 
that most or the supporting details 
will return to you rather easily In 
addition. when you resume your 
reading the next day. your brief 
review will serve as an en-
couragement to begin the next 
asstgnment By noting the major 
points of your reading, you will find 
that your preparation fo r an 
examination is a relatively simple 
matter. 
Que Uon Yoursetr 
.h You Read 
Pose questions to yourself as you 
move from paragraph to 
paragraph . By converllng 
statements into questions, you 
challenge assumptions. opinions. 
and gcnerahtations, and you keep 
~·ourself alert to the author's ideas. 
As you read your textbook, ask 
yourself, What , Why. How . Who. 
When . 
\\hat Is the meaning of the tille 
of this chapter? What is the sense 
of headings and sub·headings, the 
topic sentence and concluding 
remarks? What is the meaning of 
the words - especially of im-
por tant terms that are italicized. 
What is the purpose of a 
photograph or table, a diagram or 
a graph'? 
\\'h \ has the author chosen a 
certain sequence or thought? Why 
does he elaborate upon a particular 
point so extensively? 
flow does the author achieve his 
effects? Does he use exaggeration. 
understatement. irony? Does he 
use examples and analogues? Are 
hts graphs and pictures effective? 
If you are reading liter ature, what 
tS the stgnificance of the title, the 
potnl of view, the setting, the 
histortcal per iod, the tone, mood. 
language, and symbolism of the 
work'? 
l'or whom is the author wr iting? 
H he ts wrtling a history text, is he 
biased? lf he is dealing with 
psychology, does he belong to a 
special school or thought and does 
this alti tude shape his Ideas? 
\\lh('n was the book written? 
Have new developments rendered 
the author's opinion obsolete? 
,\ !>k qu~'itlons in class . Bring 
!-pecific inqutres raised by your 
readmg to class and pose them to 
the professor and to other students. 
Make certam that you are an ac-
ltve participant in ·class and that 
your readmg plays an active part 
tn your classroom work . 
l nderlln t> \nd 
~lakt' Margin '\otes 
1\tark your text freely and un-
derlln t> kt>y talt'mt>nts. Bracket 
key phrases and put light check 
marks around significant points. 
After you have read a few 
paragraphs , return to your 
markings a nd underline the 
phrases and sentences that seem 
most impor tant to you. Be careful 
to select only the main idea. If you 
underline judiciously, you y:iJJ 
have a clear idea of the most im-
portant material you have read 
when you revtel4 . 
Writing In thC' margins can a lso 
bC' hl'lpful. Challenge the author 
directly tn the margins of the text. 
Ask questions. disagree. modify 
statements. rephrase concepts in 
your own language. By actively 
engagmg the author 's tdeas. you 
will read more alertly and you will 
remember what you have read . 
Note laking Is an 'indl\.idual 
matt~r and each student will have 
to decide upon the best technique 
for himself . but there is no 
question that to make your lear-
ning active and to retain what you 
have read, you must take notes . 
These notes will be very useful at a 
later lime. remindmg you of your 
immediate reaction to spectftc 
passages in the textbook and 
reviving information that you have 
forgollen . 
A journal or readln~ log provt's 
usrful. After you have read a 
section or a chapter, record your 
thoughts so that you will have a 
personal and active encounter with 
the textbook. You may want to 
keep an mformal reading log, 
jotting down perceptions or ex-
pressing yourself crealtvely; you 
may want to be more formal and 
synopsize whole chapters in a brtef 
paragraph. In any event, the 
transcription of your thoughts to 
paper will be of great help in 
reviewmg and in writing sub· 
sequent essays or term papers. 
Ust> Study Guides 
Study guides, outlines and 
supplements whtch accom pany 
many texts a re extremely helpful 
The «' guidi'S often offpr :>ynopsrs 
or lht' ma te rial and raise 
provocative questions that make 
you see far more deeply into the 
textbook itself. Use the best study 
guides and supplements that are 
avatlable and refer to them as you 
read : then return to them when 
you review for your examination . 
Text supplements that are 
mentioned in the author's 
suggested additional rudings or 
bibliography should be consultt'd. 
Often a point that seems obscure in 
your text can be clarified by a 
spectal study of the subject. 
Rrview Systematically 
Reviewmg must be a c umulative 
discipline and ought to become a 
habit of study You revlf'w a phrase 
or sentence by underlining it; you 
review a page after you have read 
it by simply recalllng the major 
points : you reasses the meaning 
of a chapter by noting some of the 
main ideas on a piece of paper : you 
rt-t-valuatt" the material when in 
class by JOining m the discussion: 
you r~cord vaned points of view 
and interpretations in your 
notebook as you listen to the 
professor and other students : you 
make your final review before the 
text by re~umlning your own 
underlinings, your notes in the 
margins. lecture materials, and 
notebooks. 
Avoid cramming at all costs, 
even though tt may be tempting to 
postpone assignments and wait 
until lhe night befor e the 
examina tion. Cramming creates 
tension that may hmder your 
memory during the examination 
a nd that will certamly prevent you 
rrom r emem bermg afterwards. 
The easiest way of reviewing is 
to a St"mble JOUr !tummary notH 
or eaeh chapter lhat you have read, 
converting the statements tnlo 
questions. and checking the in· 
dividual chapters to see if you are 
a nswering the questions fully and 
accurately. Your questions m the 
margins as well as your un· 
derhnging will help you to recall 
details. If you have kept a read1ng 
JOUrnal , your own re0ections wdl 
be a further aid tn remembenng 
parllcular ideas. Your c lass notes 
will reinforce your reading. P06t' 
rigorous questions to yourself, but 
as you approach your examination. 
remember one important point : Do 
not rluttt>r your mind with details. 
If you have r ead the text carefully 
and can identify major ideas .. you 
will easily remember supporting 
tnformalion and data. 
Studying is an essential aspect or 
your education - representing a 
large investment in time and 
money. Like reading, athletics, or 
any other activity. studying 
rt"quir t'S praclict' and con-
centr a tion . It is important. 
therefore, that you make 
maximum use of the books. 
learnmg materials and facilities 
that are avialable to you. The 
enjoyment you find in learning. 
and Lhe retention of the knowledge 
you acqutre, will depend in great 
part on )OUr developing good stud) 
habits. 
This article is part of a series 
recently initiated for college 
students by the Association of 
American Publishers. Olpies o£ the 
com plete HOW TO GET THE 
MOST OUT OF YOUR TEXT· 
BOOKS can be obtained free by 
writing to AAP STUDENT SER· 
VICE. One Park Avenue, New 
York IOCH6. Future topics will give 
you suggeslior\s on bow to take 
better class notes, read better for 
class assignments, plan , research 
and write term papers, and other 
effective techniques for usmg 
study time and learning materials . 
POWER STORAG 1. Anyone is eligible. CONTEST RULES 
CONTEST 
DESIGN OBJECTIVE : A Super Battery or ANY 0 HER 
energy super storage unit. (e.g. a Super Accumulator or a 
Super Spring). 
DESIRED CAPACITY : Enough power to move a one ton car at 
60 mph for 250 miles. 
1st PRIZE - $100.00 U.S. SAVINGS BONO 
2nd PRIZE - SSO.OO U.S. SAVINGS BONO 
NINE MERIT PRIZES: S25.00 U.S. SAVINGS BONO 
SPECIAL PRIZE : $50.00 U.S. SAVINGS BONO for a design 
idea for an A.C. BATTERY, feasible in the optnion of the 
judges. 
2. Your idea (even incomplete) should be accompanied by 
sketches and pertinent data. Send as much explanation as 
you think necessary to clarify your idea . 
3. The product must be reasonably safe. (e.g . non-radioactive) 
4. Merit awards will be made on : Oct. 25, 1974, Dec. 2S, 1974, 
Feb. 25, 1975. 1st and 2nd Prizes wi II be awarded : Apri I 25, 
1975. Entries must be postmarked 10 days prior to each 
award date. 
5. Merit winners are also eligible for top awards. 
6. Meritorious duplicate entries will be deceded by earliest post-
mark. 
1. Entries to be judged by the J. Friedman Co., all decisions are 
final. 
8. Mail entries to : POWER STORAGE CONTEST, J. 
FRIEDMAN CO., 6031 St. Clair Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 
44103. 
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Tuesday, Sept. 17, 1914 WPI Newspeol< 
faculty Pen: Cults of llnreason 
Page 9· · 
Business lews 
Feature 
1 take as my topic the title of a 
!!tW book by the Bntish brain 
physiologist Christopher Evans. 
1be book is a swvey, from the 
poant of vaew of a well~ucated 
rat100al scientist, of a number of 
po~ar cults including some, like 
~eritology, that can fairly be 
ralled religious in nature. They are 
all characterized by a strong 
e~ernent of the supernatural, or at 
1taJ1 by a number of assumptions 
lbat are totaUy lacking In objective 
tclefltific validity 
Since Dr. Evans will be speaking 
at W .P .I. in October , those 
~ew•~•k rtaders who wiab to 
take up with him matters he deals 
rilb in has book will have an op· 
portunity to do so. Incidentally, the 
current issue of The Humanist 
:ordains an article by Evans . 
twish to make my purpose plain. 
As t would not take a lollipop from 
1 dilld, so 1 would not seek to 
jeprive a person of the happiness 
1e derives from bolding to beliefs 
flat are above and beyond the laws 
science. Many of the tenets of 
'cal reJJgions fall in this class. 
belief in life after death or in 
· ation are not subject to 
f or disproof, and iC a penon 
· ves be can find inner peace by 
tting on the floor and staring at 
waJJ for a few hours it would be 
wnright sinful to argue with him 
ut it and rather stupid. In 
selves, such aspects of faith 
harmless, and to the extent 
I they apparently bring order 
o an otherwise seemingly 
tic world they satisfy the 
ly creditable yearning of 
an beings for explanation of 
al phenomena. 
But the dtfficulty comes when 
beliefs. that have no rational 
tive basis to them, lead to 
that result in real physical 
age to oneself or others. 
unately legislation in modem 
· ies prevents the more ex· 
e beliefs from going too far. 
We no longer burn Quaker ladies 
on Boston Common, nor are 
religious zealots who opposed 
blood transfusion allowed to 
permit their beliefs to jeopardize 
the lives of their own children . And 
kids can even bear about Dar· 
winian evolution in the public 
schools of Tennessee : brain· 
stunting of children caused by the 
Biblical nonsense is no longer the 
unchallenged prerogative of 
bigotted <"religious") parents. 
But what worries me about Ua,e 
popularity of bizarre beliefs among 
many of my fellow citizens who 
ought to know better Is that in a 
nation that spends so much on 
education - it is the country's 
largest industry by any measure -
there seems to be a very poor 
understanding of simple· notions 
like the idea of a controlled ex· 
periment ( a firm grasp of this 
would have put an end to the 
Krebiozen cancer "cure" at the 
very start of that sad tale>, an 
elementary understanding of 
probability notions <all those 
dreams that .come true - my 
goodness, think of tbe ones that 
didn' t come true!) and a decent 
respect for the opinion of com· 
petent specialists (how many 
astronomers do you find m the 
ranks of UFO enthusiasts? ) 
Particularly distressing Is to see 
tortuous rationalization used lo 
bolster one's beliefs. A sad sample 
of this appeared last year in these 
pages. It was said that the claims 
of the Leakeys for the very ancient 
age of the human remains they 
have found in Olduvai Gorge are 
wrong because two conflicting 
claims, both presumably based on 
sound scientific work, have been 
presented - and the writer 
decided to pick lbe one that fitted 
in with his Biblical notions, ac-
cording to which it was quite im· 
possible to think of man being in 
Africa several million years ago. 
Confronted with two conflicting 
pieces of data , the scientist sets to 
work methodically to ftnd where 
the error lies. In fact there is no 
question at all about the very 
ancient age or the Olduvai Gorge 
finds, and the problem resolves 
Itself into a personal one for the 
young man - how he can now 
accomodate his religious views 
with unquestionable scientific fact . 
And this ls what education is all 
about, lf one goes back to the literal 
Latin meaing of ''educare" . 
And this brinp me to why the 
current enthusiasm for the 
Irrational worries me. We live in a 
perilous world beset by awful 
problems that will not just go away 
and which will require all our 
ingenwty and inteUect to solve. 
Man is a reasonjng animal, and to 
the extent that he thinks his 
problems will be solved by little 
green men from outer space or by 
retreating into himself !most of the 
popular Eastern-oriented cults are 
incredibly selfiSh, concentrating 
on how I can attain Nirvana, not 
how I can help others) he is letting 
priceless time slip away In 
particular it Is the college-
educated sector that has a special 
responsibility to use the rational 
approach lo life, and to apply the 
hard-won principles of scientific 
methodology honestly and con-
sistently. A simple litmus test to 
apply when someone offers to let 
you in on the "truth" is: is it 
sponsored by a legitimate scien· 
lific or philosophical group, and 
how much do you have to pay to get 
in? I have a violent prejudice 
against enlightenment that is for 
sale. This month the WPI com-
munity will be able to hear a math 
lecture by Prof. Hobey on 
predator-prey relations ; you won't 
have to pay a nickel to get in - and 
it will be a worthwhile educational 
experience. And on Sept. 18 you 
can part with five bucks in order to 
hear three "noted" psychics 
demonstrate ESP at the Holiday 
Even if you could put your hands on one, 
you couldn't touch a scientific calculator tor 
less than $149.95. Until now. 
The $99.95 CASIO FX-10 is here ... in quantity 
... for immediate delivery. 
The FX-10 can solve trigonometry problems. 
The FX-1 0 eliminates the need to refer to 
charts or tables to solve common and natural 
logarithms. 
Ttte Slt.tS Sclet~ltllc Cllcul.tor 
- DesP•It Ill rem1rkable com• 
put•r·llke c•pablllllel, l he 
CASIO fX·10 weight jual 12 
ouncN Including lletl1t111. 
W!lat'e more. 11 m uure1 just 
1\•"xl • "x5~\". 
The FX-10 can also calculate squares, recip-
rocals and problems dealing with exponents, 
powers and Pi (carried to 6 decimal places!). 
The $99.95 CASIO FX-1 0 can perform each 
of these functions with a single touch of the 
appropriate independent function key. 
Of course, the FX-10 provides such basic capabilities as floating 
decimal, true minus sign (to 7 digits!), overflow indication and con-
stants in the four basic runct•ons. 
The CASIO FX-1 0 is fully protected 
by a 1-year warranty. It will operate 
anywhere on replaceable penlite 
battenes (included) or with its own 
AC adaptor (also Included). 
All this for just $99.95 plus $2.50 
for shipping and handling. And, it's 
available for immediate delivery. 
r--..~ -r ; .. --T;-. .. ~ 
'f '" r .... r --;_-;;;- -,_ 
L_ ~ -
The 'X-10 Sclenlfllc Ke)boerd - Thoae 10 
tndcpondent luncllon keya- plus PI 11nd 
the 4 basics-help eot11e the 10 most 
commonly encountertd complex m11lh 
problema ••• woth single touch e11se. 
HINDA DISTRIBUTORS 637 s. Dearborn St./Chicago. llhnots 60605 
Send mo 
qty 
0 Cash Enc loscd 
CAStO FX-10(s) @ $99.95 (+$2.50 shippang) 
0 Amerrcan Express 0 BankAmerrcard 
0 Master Charge ass. bank no ____ _ 
Card No. 
Name: 
Address: 
C1ty. 
S•gnaturc. 
State: 
Card Exp 
Phone· 
• 
Inn . Better yet that evenang you 
s hould be studying something 
useful . 
Clearly there are compelling 
reasons for the popularaty of 
irrational cults, and Dr. Evans wall 
have something to say about this. 
There does seem to be a fraction of 
the population that in all ages has a 
psychological need for the 
myslical-eupematural. The real 
world is not enough for them . or 
itself this is quite harmless, and as 
I have indicated 1 have no quarrel 
with religion and the immensely 
important role it plays tn all of our 
lives. The rub comes when the 
worlds of reality and of the spirit, if 
you will, are allowed to clash . This 
is an entirely unnecessary conflict, 
and the balanced individual, as be 
or she matures, learns to recOIJllze 
the boundaries and thus to avoid 
the conflict. The college years, 
when you have left home for the 
ftrst time, is usually the period in 
which you are forced to question 
many beliefs you were taught in 
earlier years, and it is then that 
you learn some pretty harsh 
lessons about keeping the rational 
and the irrational clearly distinct 
and separate - and deriving from 
each the value and meaning that it 
can give to your life. 
Good luck! 
David Todd 
.. , 
untlerol•••••• 
intereatetl Jn· 
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Our story mvolves an ordinary 
guy. Let's call him Joe. He looks 
hke a lot or other Joes. 
You would think that Joe waa a 
lucky man . For the lasl10 years be 
has had pay increases to match 
every tncrease in the cost of ljving, 
But Joe is still unhappy. His 
paycheck does not go as far as it 
used to. 
Economists of the Chamber of 
Commerce of the United States can 
explain the chagrin of ordinary U. 
S. citizen Joe. They tell his &tory 
this way. 
1n 1964 Joe went to work at a pay 
of $10,000 a year. That year : 
His income tax was $1,200. 
His social security tax was $174. 
His take-home pay was $8,626. 
His taxes took 13.7 percent of his 
gross earnings . 
Now, 10 yean later, with a long 
string of cost~f-living pay in· 
creases added to his paycheck, Joe 
earns $15,400 a year. 
His income tax will be $1,908. 
His Social Security tax will be 
$737. 
His take-home will be $12,755. 
His taxes will take 17.3 percent or 
his gross earnings. 
Meanwhile, inflation bas eroded 
the value of the U. S . dollar - by 60 
percent since the end of World War 
II and by approximately 10 percent 
in the last year. 
The Sl2,7SS Joe will take home in 
1974 really as worth $529 less than 
the $8,626 he took home 10 years 
ago. 
So take it from Joe. In 20 years, if 
inOation keeps rising at the 10 
percent rate, Joe will need to earn 
$113,000 a year to keep pace. 
Meanwhile, he will be paying out 
half his earnings in taxes. 
And his take oome pay of $57,300 
will really be worth only $7,800 of 
today's dollars . 
Sorry Joe . 
SAVE 
USED TEXTS '12 prlcel 
(and trade in your old texts) 
~· 
21 Salem Street 
Worcester, Mass. 01608 
FfW\JKLY SPEAKING .... by phil frank 
''ENJUeft ABOOT LAUNDRY 
FAciLITIES AND PRO~ IMIT'( TO 
CLASS£6- WHICH DORM HAS THE 
LOWEST SlRlH RATE '?II 
10 
History of -WPI 
Editor' .Sot~ : The followmg is the 
thtrd m a senes of twelve articles 
on the History of WPI edited by Jon 
Anderson from T~o TO\H~r on sale 
at the bookstore. 
Whale the school was turning into 
two bu1ldings, 1t was also quielly 
shapmg into a curriculum. The 
first formal vote which mdicated 
the kind of education to be ex· 
pected from the Ino;titute was 
recorded in October of 1865, when it 
was agreed that "professorship of 
engineering and one of c-hemistry" 
be established. 
Even before its doon; were 
opened the school was thus 
broadening its scope, for this is the 
first time the term "engineering" 
had been mentioned in connection 
with the school. 
Such was the situation, as far as 
engineerang was concerned, when 
the board of the Institute am· 
biliously voted to offer courses in 
''Mechanical Enganeering, Civil 
Engineering, PhySics. Chemistry, 
Drawing, French. German, and 
English ." 
Finding teachers for thas ad· 
vanced curriculum would not be 
easy. Farst of all, there had to be a 
principal Paul Chadbourne at 
Williams was invated twice, but 
twice refused. Professor C F. 
Brackett of Bowdoin was asked 
with the same result. Recom-
mended by the superintendent of 
the Boston public schools was the 
well-educated principal of the 
Arlington High School, Charles 0 
Thompson, a graduate of Dart-
mouth wath a special interest in 
chemistry. 
Mr. Thompson accepted the 
position with the condition that the 
openang of school be delayed long 
enough for him to visit the tech· 
nical schools of Europe 
Ill Continued 
Formerly the United States had 
relied almost entirely upon 
European-trained men for all of its 
engineering. As Emory Wa!;hburn 
deplored, "Instead of educatlng 
scientific men to take care of our 
shops. we went abroad for them." 
The pattern had been the same 
when civil engineers had been 
needed for the railroads. "So it was 
with mechanical engineering, in 
the invention and construction of 
our machines. They picked up their 
education by piece meal in the best 
way they could. They were 
educated by the necessaty of the 
case, at a very great expense, as 
well as loss and inconvenience." 
The board of trustees agreed, 
and by that agreement gave good 
evidence of the scope of planning 
which characterazed the beginning 
of the school. This was no idle 
school-boy venture in which they 
were involved; at was a serious 
attempt at educational innovation, 
and they were willing to pay the 
pnce for at. 
SaliSbury Strut, wtst end of Salisbury Pond, now corner of Park Av~nut 
Only one nation-wide society of 
engineering existed in America, 
the American Society of Civil 
Engineers, founded in 1852 
Mr. Thompson concluded that 
the Institute's curriculum should 
offer a four -year course and 
require a high~hool entrance pre-
requisate. This, however, seemed 
too ambitious to the trustees, who 
announced in their first carcular 
that the course would last three 
years. Students on admission were 
to give evidence of an acquain· 
tance with the usual studies pur· 
sued in the district schools, 
especially in arithmetic 
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geography, and history of the 
United States. 
School was to begin in less than a 
week when George I. Alden of 
Templeton, only twenty-five years 
old, was asked to teach theoretical 
and practical mechanics. How this 
young man found out about the 
school, or how the school found out 
about him, is not known. He had 
been graduated summa cum laude 
in June from the Lawrence 
Scientific School, and for the few 
months since graduatien he had 
worked at the Harvard Ob· 
servatory. 
With four teachers sharing the 
teaching load for thirty -two 
students, the school was opened on 
Tuesday, November 10. Thete. 
were maddlers and juniors - no 
seniors All but two of the pupils 
were (rom the County of .Wor· 
cester; one lived outside of 
Massachusetts. 
The first day of school was a 
formaijty of gr~lings The next 
was a vacation, for November 11 
had been choserr as the date for the 
dedacation ceremony of Boynton. 
Hall. ll was a melancholy day, 
instilulmg what became almost 
traditional as far as weather and 
Institute celebrations are con-
cerned. A neve~nding rain made 
long rivulets down the steep hall, 
and according to the Spy report, 
"The streets leading to the rounds 
and the grounds themselves were 
in a horribly muddy condition ." 
The ceremony lasted all day, and 
its story by itself would fill a big 
book. There were twelve long 
speeches in which almost everyone 
concerned with building the school . 
plus a few visitors, tried manfully 
to put into words the purpose of "ole. 
school and has hopes for it Joh~ 
Woodman said in his remarks that 
this was an era when people were 
judged by the kind of speech they 
could make On this historic day 
there were many persons willing to 
submit to the test . 
. 
ll was already dusk as the 
carriages grumbled down the 
muddy driveway The two 
buildings stood stark and still on 
the bare hill now strapped of all its 
trees. Charles Thompson, fortified 
by only one young te~tcher. a part-
time artist, and has sister·tn·law, 
must have felt he had fallen heir to 
a strange legacy. 
The fathers and godfathers and 
udvisers had had tht>ir say and now 
had gone away. leaving w~at they 
hoped were adequate provisaons 
und instruction to last the wanter. 
Now the test would ·come. 
There was nothing to do but 
up after the company, then 
with the homework for tnn\nro-\1 
classes. 
Ch11rir1 0 . fho•lll/'ltln 
l:'trst President of WPI. 
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Sports Highlights 
Gridmen Seek 
Winning Ways 
byCy 
The 1974 edihon of WPJ football looks to be a more promtsing team 
than its 2·6 counterparts of last year . Last year's team could have easily 
been 6·2, but seemed to lack that certain something Hopefully, the 
Engineers will remedy that s ituation this year and produce a winning 
team . They have the talent to do it. 
One position which should show much im""ovement is quarterback . 
Dave McCormick has some expertence now, and the stability of him 
itefinitely being No. I man should help the team. Elsewhere m the back· 
field. senior Bob Simon returns as tailback, junior Tom McAloon is at 
wingback and Tom Pelis has the inside track on the starting nod at 
fullback. Pclis, a junior who missed all of last season with an injury. ts 
being pushed by freshman Alan Simakaukus and sophomore Brian 
Keisel. Backfteld depth is also provided by John Carbone at wingback 
and Tim Scavone at tailback. 
Soccer Team 
Routs 
The WPI Soccer Team looked 
very impressive last Saturday as it 
totally demolished St. Anselm 's by 
an 8·1 margin in ..,n arternoon 
scrimma~e. WPI completely 
dominated,.,,. game, allowing only 
rive shots on goal, while bom -
bardmg the q1p0sition with a total 
or thirty shots The offense looked 
very strong as Rich Rudis and Alan 
King each collected a bat trick, and 
Walt Braley and Bruce Smith 
added one goal apiece. 
The offensJVe line should also be much improved with six of seven 
starters returning . Tight end Don Drew. tackles Warren Fairbanks and 
Mike Schultz, guard Gary Chabot, center Mike Irwin and split end Bob 
Gray are all back for another season and will be joined by Kevin Hastings 
at the other guard. The performance by this unit could tell the tale for 
WPI this year , as they are the key to the offense and it was the offense 
that stalled for the Engmeers last year. Strong. conststent line play would 
mean a lot of scoring for WPl. 
u .. r~nslvt" standouts A I Bar ry 125). Jack Fitzgibbon IIUII. and Ua~t" 
Cordf'lla 160> pursuf' Nichols' opponent in pre~~uson action . «Scobt"y> 
WPI opened the scoring early m 
the second half as winger George 
Opigo gained control of the ball, 
beat several defensive players, 
and then crossed the ball to Rudis 
"'ho fired il homt!. !lte next goal 
was almost a carbon copy of the 
first. as Opigo once again crossed 
to Rudis who scored. Wall Braley 
connected minutes later on a nice 
shot into the upper right hand 
corner from about twenty feet out 
With seconds left in the first half. 
Rudts completed his hat trick off 
an Opigo pass. 
The defense should be strong again this year. Anchored by a front 
five that features veterans Jack Fitzgibbons, Fred Cordells, Ed Peek and 
Dave Pryor, joined by John Harvey. the defense against the run should be 
especially s trong. The linebackers will be Dave Cordelia, Jeff Burek and 
Bill George and the secondary will consist of AI Barry and Bob Dolan at 
halfbacks and Henry Fitzgerald at safely. Defensive depth will be 
provided by end Ed Robillard, tackle John Dewine and linebacker Jim 
Begley. Although the ftrst team appears excellent. injuries could hurt the 
defense, especially in the secondary. where reserves are scarce. 
Crew Team Hits 
Lake Quinsigamond 
The team wtll open tts season Saturday at Union. with the home 
opener the following week against Bowdoin. The team has also had pre· 
season scnmmages with Ntchols and Trimly. Due to the nature of these 
scrimmages, it is hard to .!;ay exactly how the team made out, but they 
have shown improvement and limited success . The team has the per· 
sonnel to have a very successful season. but has the added burden of 
overcoming the los ina attitude of the past. Hopefully. that trend can ~ 
reversed and a new era of WPI football can be launched. 
W.P . I. 's t'ortf', th~ dtff'nsivf'linl'. in action against Nichol& Coll~gf' in 
1 prf'·Suson sc:rlmmatf'. IScobf') > 
The W.P 1 men 's and women's 
crew teams began their '74' · '75' 
season th•s past week by making 
quite a splash into Lake Qwn· 
sigamond . With the warm summer 
weather seeming to hold out a bit 
longer than expected. oarsmen 
have ~en able to gel in some fine 
rowing ttme tn the late afternoons. 
Thts fall finds the team 
preparing for a heavy Oct. 
!)Chedulc. On Oct. 6th the oarsmen 
will travel up to Lowell Ma . to take 
on other New England boats in the 
annual Lowell Fall Regatta . This 
~•II gtve coaches and coxswains a 
chance to look over spring com-
pelttton . The followmg week the 
crew will return to Worcester to 
battle an unannounced team on 
Lake Qumsigamond in an effort to 
get ready ~or Oct. 26th when the 
oarsmen will travel to Boston to 
compete in the annual Head of the 
Charlel> Regatta. Big name schools 
rom all over the east coast wtll be 
competing in this one, and il 
always promises to be a thriller. 
Coach Dave Ploss is highly 
optimistic of his boys this season as 
he has 21 upperclassmen returning 
from last year's victories. In ad-
••...•• ....... ....•.• . ...•...... 
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: WRESTLING : 
. . 
: Team Meeting : 
. . 
. . 
! Tue. Sept. 24th : 
: 7: 00p.m . ! 
• Alumni Gym : 
: Confere nce Room : 
. . 
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Injuries Hold Key 
to Harrier Success 
This years cross country team, under senior co-captains Chris 
Keenan and Dave Fowler. hopes to improve on its last years record of i-6. 
Keenan. last years top runner, was recently injured but ~hould return 
while Fowler's troubles leave his condilton uncertain . Despite these 
setbacks. the outlook ts oplimisltc as enior Jeff Wnek . number two last 
season, should agam hold down a top spot Additional help should come 
from senior Rich Ne~house. who has continued his steady running. 
Alan Briggs, looking strong thts year after missing all of last season 
due to an injury, will lead the JUntors. Brtggs promise:. to he one of the 
keys while classmate John Browski "'ill add depth to the squad. 
Sophomores Pete Kane and Steve S~f.'<'ney are Y.elcome addittons to 
the team. Pete did not go out for the squ~d last year but h~ has look~ 
good in practice: Steve is another steady performt•r who wtll make hts 
presence fell. 
Good bepth to the team should be pt·ovided hy freshmen .John Heslin, 
George Cooper. Mark Steadman and Fl'ank l.t>ahy. all of whom have 
~hown good potenltal in practice. 
dilion to the experienced rowers 
coming back a strona. and large 
freshman team coached by John 
Mathews ts also maktng tts 
presence known down at the 
boathouse. The freshmen will 
accompany Varsity and J .V. boats 
to all three regattas this fall . 
Malhe"'s returns to W P .l. this 
season coaching the freshmen 
after winning a gold medal in 
Canada this summer rowing for 
the L.S team . 
The girls team coached by Jeff 
Shaw made its hrst splash early 
last Wednesday morning. This 
dedicated group will rtse and shine 
at 5:30 lhts fall in an effort to row 
before classes. Coach Shaw has 
drawn togethe r two freshman 
boats. The freshman girls are 
som ething to watch out for as they 
are picking up the sport fast They 
should be very strong contenders 
in the moths lo come 
All in all the crew team looks to 
be in great shape again this year, 
and should ~ makmg some big 
waves among the contenders with 
its slightly modified style . See you 
at the lake' 
, .................... . 
• • : WPI Tennis : 
• • : To•r••r : 
• • • Tht annual Tenni Tournt"y • 
: sporu.ored by thf' lawn and : 
: tf'nnis asc. will bf'gln at 10 :00 : 
• a.m. Saturday t he 21St. • 
: Preliminary rounds will bf' : 
• played all da) Saturday, and • 
% the l'' inals on Sunday at I :00 : 
: p.m . ir pos!liblf' . The tour- : 
• namf'nt Is open Co all un· • 
: dergraduall' studrnts. : 
• The only t"ntry fee is "I" can • 
: of tournamt'nt acceptt"d tennis : 
: ha lls. Allrntry's must be In no : 
• later than 'l'hursday thf' tilth • 
: at H:OO. To r utrr contact Paul : 
• lloulihan at 791·5HJO. • 
• • 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
An entire new unit began the 
second half for WPI, consisting 
largely of freshmen. This team 
played very well, allowing one goal 
but sconng one also on a blistering 
shot by Alan King, who had 
repl aced an injured player. 
Newcomer Bruce Smith socred the 
s txlh goal. which was followed by 
two markers from Alau Klug . Oue 
of these was a penalty kick which 
sleanty beat the St. Anselm 's 
keeper, while the other was a 
spectacular play as King dribbled 
through several defenders and 
fired a shol mto Lhe right comer of 
the net. 
Strong performances were also 
turned Ill by halfs Cucct, Lacerda, 
a nd Cocaine, who were all over the 
field on both oUense and defense. 
Jake Mandelbaum, with many 
s killful moves, would continually 
draw several defenders and then 
neatly drop tbe ball to a wide open 
companion, setting up numerous 
scoring opportunities. WPI 's 
defense looked solid as well, as 
freshman Lariy Hindle played an 
outstanding game at fullback. 
backed up by co-capts. Fairbanks 
and Johnson at the other fulls . 
There was one dismal point tn 
Saturday's scrimmage, however, 
as the booters lost the services or 
goalie Peter Greco, due to a 
fractured collar bone. It appears 
that the goal-lending chores will be 
left to Bob Grockmal, a promising 
freshman, who played in most of 
the game Saturday. 
With such a promismg season 
ahead, the soccer team stiJJ lacks 
one prime ingredient necessary for 
o championship season: support 
from the fans. The booters feel 
t•onfident that the WPI community 
can and will provide this support at 
all the home games. 
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• • 
• W.P. I. BOWLING TEAM TR YOUTS : 
• • 
: Wednesday, Sept. 18 from 4 6 p.m. : 
• Thursday, Sept. 19 from 3-S D.m. • 
• • • 
: If you have any questions contad Edd1e Karedes (753-3141) or • 
• at KAP (7S7 9971) or Gary Anderson (7SS-1530l. : i ............................................ a 
,---4a.------
• 
VOLLEYBALL MEETING • 
Tuesday-Sept. 17- f f 4p.m. 
• 
Conference Room f 
Alumnt Gymnasium f 
L Coach Herrlon _______ .... 
Anyone tn terested tn 
becoming Sports Editor for 
Newspeak, please contact AI 
Briggs (Boll 359) or Jim Grasso 
( Boll 8971 at 757·9171. 
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